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“The Rebel Speaks” opinion letter‘s purpose is to share thought provoking viewpoints and  

inspire discussion and debate about today’s political issues… and make you mad!   

Are you mad yet? Congressional contact info on our website! 

doesn’t Arizona already have a herd of camels? They’ve 
been there since the army left them in the 1800’s.   

P.S.P.S.  Vote! Get out and vote like your life and future de-
pends on it, because it does. This is not just a fight for which 
political party’s turn it is to be in power. This is a fight for our 
American republic and the freedoms it stands for. 

If Biden wins, we will return to burning the oil and coal in-
dustries to the ground, leaving thousands and thousands 
jobless.  

We will return to manufacturing compa-
nies taking their businesses back to for-
eign countries where taxes and costs are 
lower, just like they did under Obama. 
The Trump tax cut will be obliterated, 
raising everyone’s taxes. The price of gas 
will skyrocket back to the nearly $5 a 
gallon it was under Obama. Unemploy-

ment will skyrocket, just like under Obama.   

Under Trump we have seen record breaking economic 
growth. Even under the “plandemic” the 2020 3rd quarter 
economic growth is better than 30% - the greatest quarterly 
growth in history.  

Trump has sealed peace agreements in the Middle East that 
no other sitting president has EVER been able to accomplish.  

If the left gains control, we will lose this country, forever. We 
will follow Hitler’s Germany. Destroy local law enforcement, 
propaganda will completely replace news, and in fact, it 
nearly already has. 

But even if we win, get ready for a fight, because the left is 
very desperate to gain control. The destruction we’ve seen 
in New York, Chicago, Detroit, Philadelphia, Seattle, Portland 
and more are not impromptu events. They are orchestrated 
and paid for. And, quoting Kamala “Camel” Harris… “the ri-
ots will not stop, and they shouldn’t. This is a movement!” 
They want a fight? Get ready. Let them awaken the sleeping 
giant that is the soul of American freedom. 

They say there are no atheists in fox holes. Well, that is true 
on the operating table as well, I suspect. This old Reb found 
himself in Hillcrest with the “widow-maker” in my heart re-
cently. When they tell you there is a chance you could die 
during the procedure and there could be a short time left… 
you discover if you are religious or not! All I can say is that 
this Reb kept his faith and I was not afraid! 

This is like my faith in you, my readers, to make sure Joe Bite
-me and Kamala “Camel” Harris never sit their corrupt hin-
nies in the White House. I’m glad to still be here for the elec-
tions. Trump has to come out on top… if 
not, then say goodbye to our republic! 

I’m back and ready to fight, except I fell 
and broke my right hand. Wouldn’t you 
know it?! When it rains, it pours! “A?” I 
think the almighty is putting me to the 
test, to see if I will get back up. Well, I’m 
up! You should see me write! Onward and upward! Our 
country is at stake. A little stent for my heart and a broken 
hand is nothing compared to losing a country!!  

The day of truth is at hand! After all, the almighty saw fit to 
give me an extra hand!  

Time for this old Reb to ride!  

“Helga is bad hurt but the doctor says she will live, Cap! Big 
Bob is beside himself and wants blood!” 

“Mr. Harris!” 

“Aye, Cap!” 

“He shall have it! He did no less for me! Going to send for 
some pro’s to track those S.O.B.’s and bring ‘em back to pay. 
I’m tired of chasing outlaws. Let’s give someone else the 
privilege, Mr. Harris!” 

“Aye, I agree, Cap!” 

See you on the bridge! 

P.S.  Kamela “Camel” Harris is going to speak in Arizona… 
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